A linear subspace A of C(C) is affine invariant if f(z) € A im-
Introduction and preliminaries
Let K beaHausdorffspaceandlet G be a group which acts on K . Let CiK) denote the linear topological space (over the complex field C) of continuous C valued functions on K , with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of K . A closed linear subspace A of C(A') is said to be (7-invariant if / = fix) G A and t g G implies that /or = /(tx) g A .
In [5] Schwartz classifies the closed translation invariant subspaces of C(R). His results do not apply to translation invariant subspaces of R", n>2.
(See [G] and also [B-S-T] for related results.)
In this note we study the structure of closed linear subspaces A of C(C) which are invariant under the group of affine transformations; i.e. if /(z) G A then fiaz + b) G A for every a, b in C ; and present a complete classification of these spaces.
Our proofs are elementary and do not depend on Schwartz's theorem on mean periodic functons [S] .
Definitions. 1. Let N = {0,1,2, ...} denote the nonnegative integers and let N* = N U {00}. We regard N* as an ordered set by letting n < 00 for n G N.
2. Set M = N x N and M* = N* x N*.
3. Let < denote the partial order on M and M* defined by in,k) < in ,k') if and only if n < n and k < k! .
4. A subset 7 of M is an order ideal if in,k) G J and (x,v) < («,/c) implies that (x ,y) G J .
5. Let J be a subset of M. u g M* is an upper bound for J if x G J, u < x implies u = x . An upper bound u of / is a least upper bound if for any other upper bound v of J in M *, v < u implies v = u. sup J is the set of all least upper bounds of J.
6. Let J be a subset of M. Define Aj to be the closed linear span in C(C) of the monomials [znz : in,k) G J}.
7. Let / e C(C). The spectrum aif) of / is defined by oif) = {in,k):z"zJ(GVf} where Vf denotes the closed affine invariant subspace generated by /.
8. If A is a subset of C(C) then oiA) = UM/): fi G A} .
The following proposition is simple and is presented without a proof. are the same as those of ä(z) except the monomial z"j0z j0 whose coefficient in /(z) is 0. By repeating this procedure we can eliminate from h any collection of its monomials, and it follows that once a polynomial is in Vj-each of its monomials is in V. as well. So z z g V, and in,k) G &*(/) as required.
Let En denote the space of polynomials in z of degree < n, and let Ed enote the space of entire functions. (ii) We must show that &*(/?) is an order ideal. By definition oiB) = U{CT(/): / € B) s0> by Proposition l(i) it suffices to show that ct(/) is an order ideal for every / in C(C). Let in ,k) G aif) i.e. g = z"?* g Vf. Hence V c Vf and a ig) c aif). By Proposition 2 aig) = [in,k)] and it follows that aif) is an order ideal.
(iii) A = Ag,A). Obviously Aa.A) c A . The inclusion A c Aa(A) can be obtained by applying Schwartz's theorem on mean periodic functions [S] . Our proof, however, is elementary and does not depend on this result. Note first that it suffices to show that for each / g C°°(C), / G Aa,f,. Indeed, from this it will follow that for each / in ^nC°°(C), fi G Aa(A), i.e., Aa{A) D^nC°°(C) and since A n C°°(C) is dense in A and A.A, is closed we obtain that A.A) D A . We prove now that if f G C°°(C) then f G A. 
